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LETTER FROM OUR 

DIRECTOR
Thanks to their 
consistent 72-degree 
temperature, Florida’s 
springs can be enjoyed 
year-round. If you live 
in Florida anywhere north of Orlando and Tampa, 
you are not far from one or many of these aquatic 
jewels. Seek them out on a “springs-hopping” 
expedition with your family and friends. Take part in 
one of the Springs Institute’s many springs outings 
or field schools if you want the company of experts 
who can impart knowledge while you are learning 
how to access some of the best springs for recreation 
or nature study.

Sadly, Florida’s springs are a vanishing treasure 
under the combined pressure of population growth 
and lax enforcement of environmental laws. They 
are literally changing in front of our eyes. Consider 
assisting the non-profit, public-supported Florida 
Springs Institute (FSI) as a SpringsWatch volunteer 
or as a volunteer intern. Springs restoration and 
protection in Florida is in the hands of the concerned 
public. While we demand that our state officials do 
more to reverse the negative trends, it appears they 
only respond to either the largess of big business or 
the deafening outcry of active citizens. You can help 
make the citizen voice heard by becoming part of the 
solution for a brighter future for our springs.

Please visit the North Florida Springs Environmental 
Center in High Springs to learn more about what you 
can do.

- Dr. Robert Knight, Executive Director
Howard T. Odum Florida Springs Institute

O f f i c e
23695 W U.S. 27, High Springs, FL 32643 

(386) 454-9369
info@floridaspringsinstitute.org
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The mission of the Florida Springs Institute is to provide a focal point for improving the 
understanding of springs ecology and to foster the development of science-based education 
and management actions needed to restore and protect springs throughout Florida.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
FIRST MAGNITUDE BREWING CO.

SPRINGS RUN
Saturday, January 12th, 2019

SPRINGS ACADEMY:  SPRINGS BIOLOGY 
W/ GUEST SPEAKER SAM COLE

Tuesday, January 8, 2019 
NFSEC NIGHT:  CONSERVAT  ION COOKING 

W/ RIVER RUN OLIVE OIL  CO.

Wednesday, January 17, 2019 
SPRINGS ACADEMY:  SPRING STRESSES 

Tuesday, February 5, 2019 

NFSEC NIGHT:  L IVE CONCERT 

Wednesday, February 20, 2019

SPRINGS OUTING:  
SWEETWATER WETLANDS

April 2019
SPRINGS ACADEMY:  SPRINGS ADVOCACY 

Tuesday, March 5, 2019 

NFSEC NIGHT
WATERS JOURNEY F I  LM SCREENING

Wednesday, March 20, 2019

SPRINGS OUTING
CHASSHOWI  TZKA RIVER PADDLE

Saturday, March 30, 2019
GIVE SPRINGS A BREAK

Friday, June 7 - Sunday, June 9, 2019

Visit www.floridaspringsinstitute.org/calendar for 
more information on upcoming events.

UPCOMING EVENTS
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   Runners from all over Florida came together 
in January to sweat for our springs at the 
7.2k Springs Run hosted by First Magnitude 
Brewing Company. Located near Depot Park 
in Gainesville, First Magnitude Brewery has 
been an avid springs supporter since opening 
in 2014. First Magnitude has named close to 
one hundred brews including pilot batches and 
year-round beers after our springs and rivers. 

For the past three years, First Magnitude 
has hosted fundraisers that support local 
environmental organizations. This year, First 
Magnitude selected the Florida Springs Institute 
to be the beneficiary of the annual 7.2k Springs 
Run. Over 600 runners participated in this 
year’s run, which led runners from the First 
Magnitude’s parking lot, around the new Depot 
Park, up the Hawthorne trail, and back to the 
brewery to enjoy complimentary beers and post-
race snacks. Each runner completed a total of 7.2 
kilometers. This number is significant because 
our springs maintain an average temperature 
of 72 degrees year-round. A one-mile fun run 
was also held for younger springs enthusiasts 
and their families. Following his first-place 
finish, John Sansalone, told the crowd that 
he did it “for the beer and for the springs”. 
Following the run, First Magnitude Brewery was 
transformed into an underwater wonderland for 

the first annual Springs Fest. Brewery visitors 
were given the opportunity to explore vendors and 
take part in the Spring Water Challenge created 
by the organization, Play Hard Florida. Guests 
also enjoyed performances by well-known bands, 
trapeze artists, jugglers, and even a screening of 
the Wes Skiles film, “Water’s Journey: Hidden 
Rivers of Florida”. Wrist bands for discounts on 
beer and art vendors sold throughout the evening 
also supported the Florida Springs Institute. 

Overall, the day was a huge success for the 
springs community and raised over $10,000 
for the Florida Springs Institute’s Give Springs 
A Break event for college students and young 
professionals. Thank you to all those who 
came out in support of our springs, and First 
Magnitude Brewing Company for providing 
organizations like ours with the opportunity to 
reach a larger audience about springs protection.

Registration for the 2019 Springs Run is 
now open! Join us on January 12, 2019, 
in support of springs protection for a 7.2k 
run starting at First Magnitude Brewery.

Learn more at www.floridaspringsinstitute.org.

FIRST MAGNITUDE BREWING COMPANY: SPRINGS RUN

Springs Run winner, John Sansalone at the finish line
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SAVE OUR SPRINGS: MERMAID GALA ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
In  April, the  Florida Springs Institute  

hosted its inaugural Save Our Springs: 
Mermaid Gala at the University of Florida 
Hilton in Gainesville, Florida. The event’s 
sold-out crowd enjoyed a magical night among 
fellow springs scientists, advocates, political 
candidates, friends, family, and even a couple 
of real mermaids! Following a delicious buffet 
dinner, Florida Springs Institute Executive 
Director, Dr. Bob Knight, and Florida nature 
photographer, John Moran, addressed the crowd 
and spoke of the past, present, and future of 
springs protection in our state. Lars Andersen 
of Adventure Outpost was honored as Florida 
Springs Institute’s Springs Advocate of the Year, 
and First Magnitude Brewing Company was 
honored as the Springs Business Steward of the 
Year. We also took a moment to recognize all of 
the volunteers who helped us make the past year 
a success, including Florida Springs Institute 
Volunteer of the Year, Brenda Wells. 

Nature photographer and springs advocate, John 
Moran, pictured above giving a heartfelt, compelling 

keynote address on the importance of protecting 
Florida springs.

Guests enjoying the company of Mermaid Sara. 
Mermaid Sara was one of two real-life mermaids 

who made a special appearance at the Gala!

Lars Andersen accepting the FSI Springs 
Advocate of the Year Award

 A special thanks to our attendees, volunteers, donors, 
the Hilton University of Florida Conference Center, 
and Visit Gainesville/Alachua County, FL for their 

support of this event. 

We look forward to hosting our second 
Mermaid Gala in April 2019!
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Give Springs A Break (GSAB), is a yearly educational 
retreat which takes place at Ginnie Springs Outdoors 
and is aimed towards informing young people about 
environmental impacts and providing them with 
the tools they need to find meaningful solutions for 
springs protection. In June, FSI’s 5th Annual Give 
Springs A Break retreat attracted 42 students and 
young professionals from around the state interested 
in learning more about our springs. Funding for 
GSAB was provided by First Magnitude Brewing 
Company. First Magnitude raised nearly $10,000 for 
the Florida Springs Institute during their 7.2k Springs 
Run event in January.  Below are some highlights 
from the event.

Saturday’s festivities began with an impromptu 
morning swim and a spring-side yoga session with 
certified yoga instructor, Ellie Pollock, a fellow springs 
lover and advocate.  Ellie guided the group through 
beginner yoga poses while setting our minds at ease. 
She artfully intertwined a message of environmental 
conservation into her talk, reminding us all why we 
were at the retreat, and thanking students for being 
mindful of our natural resources and the importance 
of protecting them.

Following workshops on topics such as springs 
biology, hydrogeology, communication, and 
advocacy, students were eager to enjoy the cool 
refreshing spring water with a quick swim, while 

others took off up the road to rent tubes for a float 
down the Santa Fe River. Once on the river, some 
students were pleasantly surprised by the temperature 
difference between the chilly (72°F) spring water and 
the warm river water.

Much like Saturday, Sunday kicked off with a 
morning swim and a spring-side yoga session. First 
up on the agenda was a Springs Watercolor Painting 
Workshop with the talented Curtis Whitwam, a 
Florida nature artist and painter. Curtis guided the 
group through the steps of painting the beautiful 
waterscape at Dogwood Spring, one of the seven 
springs surfacing on the Ginnie Springs Outdoors 
property. All who participated enjoyed this unique 
and creative experience! 

While wrapping up the final workshops on springs 
impacts and business stewardship, Florida’s typical 
afternoon rain showers rolled in, but that did not stop 
us from ending the weekend with an adventurous 
kayak paddle on the Santa Fe River led by Lars 
Andersen of Adventure Outpost. The paddle marked 
the end of a fun and educational weekend at our 
springs. 

5TH ANNUAL GIVE SPRINGS A BREAK

We had an extraordinary event this year and are thankful to all 
who attended and made our 5th Annual Give Springs A Break 

a big success for springs education! 

We’re already looking forward to the 6th Annual GSAB retreat 
and we hope you are too!

SAVE OUR SPRINGS: MERMAID GALA ANNUAL FUNDRAISER
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FLORIDA SPRINGS INSTITUTE SPRINGS OUTINGS
The goal of the Florida Springs Institute’s 

Outings program is to provide nature lovers with the 
chance to explore and learn about these beautiful, 
yet fragile ecosystems from qualified experts and 
scientists. Each outing encourages participants to 
protect what they love by supporting the vital research 
and educational efforts required to conserve Florida’s 
springs and aquifer. Each Springs Outing holds a 
new adventure, new information, and experiences.

In 2018, we visited over twenty springs, rivers, 
and wetlands including the Rainbow River, 
Wekiva River, Gissy Springs, Ichetucknee River, 
Sweetwater Wetlands, Seminole State Forest 
springs, Weeki Wachee River, and many more!  

When the Florida Springs Institute first launched our 
Outings program nearly two years ago, we viewed it 
as a fun, casual way for our small group of springs 
supporters and adventure seekers to gather and learn 
about these ecosystems from our team of experts. 
Today, our monthly outings often sell out. We’ve 
enjoyed watching this program take off and we love 
meeting new faces at each event. Be sure to sign up 
for our monthly Springs Vent E-newsletter to receive 
important updates about future Springs Outings!

ICHETUCKNEE RIVER OUTING

RAINBOW RIVER SPRINGS OUTING

SWEETWATER WETLANDS OUTING
SUWANNEE STATE PARK SPRINGS OUTING
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NORTH FLORIDA SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER NIGHTS
The North Florida Springs Environmental Center 
(NFSEC) is FSI’s central hub for springs outreach 
and education. It is located in the heart of Downtown 
High Springs and thanks to our brand new Gateway to 
the Springs Mural, it’s one of the easiest buildings in 
town to find. As a way to connect with our community, 

the Florida Springs Institute has been planning and 
hosting monthly events such as film screenings, 
book signings, art workshops, and environmental 
demonstrations for all ages. Here are just a few photos 
from this season’s Environmental Center Nights:

PAINTING THE SPRINGS: PAINT, SIP, CREATE NIGHT

OWLS OF NORTH FLORIDA
“Clear Water, Clean Water: Exploring the 

Floridan Aquifer”, directed by multi Emmy-Award 
winning freelance and BBC wildlife cameraman, 
Tom Fitz, follows a dive team through massive hidden 
underground rivers, caverns, and waterways of the 
Floridan Aquifer. The team and filmmakers address 
important questions such as: “Although it is clear 
water, is it clean water?”, “Is it safe to drink?”, and 
“What are the impacts of generations of agriculture 
and urbanization?”. This documentary is one of many 
short environmental films produced by Schoolyard 
Films, Inc. Their films are produced specifically for 
use in K-12 classrooms and each film is accompanied 
by three study guides for teachers that correspond to 
state and national science standards. Learn more at 
www.schoolyardfilms.org. 

(L-R) Tom Fitz (Executive Director) , Dr. Robert Knight, Glenn Allen 
(Producer), and Heather Obara.

“CLEAR WATER, CLEAN WATER” FILM SCREENING

    In September, Sunrise Wildlife Rehabilitation 
Center (SWR) made a visit to the NFSEC for Owls of 
North Florida. The program featured three species of 
owls native to our area: the tiny Eastern Screech Owl, 
Ruby; the vocal Barred Owl, Merlin; and Einstein, 
the powerful Great Horned Owl. These three owls 
serve an important role as wildlife ambassadors as 
non-releasable residents of SWR. Learn more about 
SWR at www.sunrisewildlife.org.

We hope to see you at the next Environmental Center 
Night on January 17. We are partnering with local 
High Springs business, River Run Olive Oil Company, 
to host a conservation cooking night. Learn more at 
www.floridaspringsinstitute.org/fsievents.

CHECK OUR EVENTS CALENDAR FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WWW.FLORIDASPRINGSINSTITUTE.ORG/CALENDAR
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A FOND FAREWELL AND WARM WELCOME

In August, FSI’s very own Environmental 
Scientist, Emily Taylor, returned to the University of 
Florida to pursue her Ph.D. in Soil and Water Sciences. 
Emily was one of FSI’s first employees and, though 
we are incredibly sad to see her go, we are proud 
beyond measure that she is taking this opportunity 
to expand her knowledge in the environmental field. 
We wish her the best of luck on her path towards 
becoming Dr. Emily Taylor!

We also want to offer a warm welcome to 
Nicole Pollio and Hillary Skowronski, the newest 
members of the FSI Science Team!

Nicole is a current University of Florida student 
and working full time with the Florida Springs 
Institute on several projects. Nicole says that she’s 
“excited to start working on springs management 
plans and finding the right balance of human use 
and enjoyment as well as how to restore the springs 
in regard to vegetation”. Nicole is pictured below 
sampling at her favorite spring, Gilchrist Blue 
Spring. We’re excited to have Nicole as part of the 
FSI Science Team. Congratulations, Nicole! 

Hillary previously worked with FSI as a student 
volunteer on our Kings Bay Phytoremediation Project 
in Crystal River. She then went on to work with the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and has now 
rejoined FSI as a member of our staff. Hillary will 
be working on Phase 2 of Florida Springs Institute’s 
Lower Santa Fe River Monitoring Project. Welcome 
aboard, Hillary! 

CONGRATULATIONS EMILY!

(L-R) Jeannie Monroe (FSI Intern), Nicole Pollio (FSI Environmental 
Technician), and Hillary Skowronski (FSI Environmental Scientist) 

during a Santa Fe River sampling trip. 
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While travelling through downtown High 
Springs on their journey to one of several nearby 
springs, visitors can now view a new mural installation 
at the North Florida Springs Environmental Center. 
The Gateway to the Springs Mural, created and 
installed by Doug Hancock with Sign Pro of North 
Florida, features a young woman snorkeling at one 
of Florida’s famous swimming holes. Peer into the 
snorkeler’s mask and you will see a few well-known 
springs residents, including a yellow-bellied slider, 
gar, and mullet swimming among the eel grass. “The 
purpose of this project is to attract those passing 
through High Springs to stop and stay for a while,” 
remarks Heather Obara, Associate Director of the 
Florida Springs Institute. “We hope those driving 
through springs country will be inspired to visit the 
North Florida Springs Environmental Center as well 
as the other wonderful businesses in the downtown 
area.” 

The Gateway to the Springs Mural would not have 
been possible without funding support from Visit 
Gainesville/Alachua County and the High Springs 
Community Redevelopment Agency. The Florida 
Springs Institute would also like to thank its many 
donors who continue to support educational 
outreach programs like the North Florida Springs 
Environmental Center. The Environmental Center 

now features several educational exhibits, including a 
full manatee skeleton, interactive springs map, Santa 
Fe River artifacts, and a mini version of the Springs 
Eternal Exhibit by our friends at the Springs Eternal 
Project. 

The next time you are in downtown High Springs, 
stop by the North Florida Springs Environmental 
Center to see the new mural and view our exhibits. 
The North Florida Springs Environmental Center is 
located at 23695 W US HWY 27, High Springs, FL 
32643, and is open Tuesday-Friday from 10am-4pm. 

Photo: A group photo of science teachers who 
gathered from all around our state to explore the 
NFSEC and learn about springs protection as part 
of the University of Florida’s Humanities and the 
Sunshine State program.

GATEWAY TO THE SPRINGS MURAL

A group photo of science teachers who gathered from all 
around our state to explore the NFSEC and learn about springs 

protection as part of the University of Florida’s “Humanities 
and the Sunshine State” program.
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In January, The Florida Springs Institute 
launched its Santa Fe Excellence in Advancing 
Springs Science Project (ESSP). With a thorough 
review of past studies of the Santa Fe River and 
its 35+ springs, FSI has prepared a comprehensive 
plan of study to fill in the data gaps and to develop 
a holistic restoration and management approach for 
this Outstanding Florida Water. Previous work by 
FSI identified severe impairments at the Santa Fe 
springs, including a significant reduction in flows 
and severe nitrate-nitrogen pollution. FSI published 
the first restoration action plan for the Santa Fe 
springs in March 2012, three years after the State of 
Florida determined that nutrient levels were causing 
unacceptable impairment in the river and springs. 
Since FSI’s plan was completed, the Suwannee 
River Water Management District (SRWMD) and 
the Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
(FDEP) have published a regulatory Minimum 
Flow and Level report for the springs and river that 
determined that existing impacts to spring flows 
are beyond acceptable levels. FSI’s Santa Fe ESSP 
study includes collaboration with all groups actively 
working in the Santa Fe, including representatives 
from the University of Florida, Santa Fe Community 
College, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Commission, the SRWMD, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Alachua County, Alachua Conservation Trust, 
Karst Environmental Services, Our Santa Fe River, 
Adventure Outpost, and the FDEP. FDEP is playing 
a key role in this project by providing analytical 
services for samples collected by FSI scientists. The 
Santa Fe ESSP study is expected to continue for two 
years with completion of sampling in December 
2019, followed by a series of collaborative meetings 
of all scientists conducting research at the river and 
springs and then FSI will prepare an updated and 
collaborative report detailing the additional measures 
needed for full restoration of the springs and river.

SANTA FE RIVER WORKING GROUP

NEW REPORTS
The Florida Springs Institute has issued its 

final two comprehensive restoration plans for major 
Florida springs. The Middle Suwannee Springs 
Restoration Plan summarizes scientific data and past 
protection efforts for 59 named springs feeding the 
Middle Suwannee River. This river segment is about 
54 miles in length and runs from the confluence with 
the Upper Withlacoochee River and the downstream 
Santa Fe River. The full report is 242 pages and is 
accompanied by a 16-page glossy executive summary 
document. The final Volusia Blue Spring Restoration 
Plan was published by FSI in March 2018. At 119 
pages, the full report details the history of this large 
first magnitude spring that feeds the St. Johns River, 
and summarizes the significant impairments to the 
spring’s discharge, water quality, and overall aquatic 
ecology. FSI published the executive summary for this 
report in July 2018. Printed copies of both executive 
summaries are available for free at the North Florida 
Springs Environmental Center in High Springs and 
the full reports and summaries are all available 
electronically at www.floridaspringsinstitute.org. 
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BLUE WATER AUDIT UPDATE
In June, the Florida Springs Institute launched 

the Blue Water Audit website: www.bluewateraudit.
org. The Blue Water Audit is a project developed 
by FSI to assess impacts on the Floridan Aquifer by 
estimating the amount of nitrogen leaching into the 
aquifer from sources such as fertilizer application, 
livestock and human waste, and atmospheric nitrogen. 
These estimates are used to create an Aquifer 
Footprint, which is made of up of a right footprint 
(nitrogen loading) and a left footprint (groundwater 
withdrawal).

Currently, the Blue Water Audit website features a 
general overview of the Floridan Aquifer and the Blue 
Water Audit project, an interactive map incorporating 
the results of the Blue Water Audit that allows users 
to explore the impact that different land uses have 
on the Floridan Aquifer, and information about the 
project’s methodology. In 2019, new information, 
features, and tools will be added including an Aquifer 
Footprint Calculator and information about steps you 
can take to lower your Aquifer Footprint.

COMING SOON
Aquifer Footprint Calculator

An Aquifer Footprint Calculator will be added 
to the Blue Water Audit that will allow you 
to estimate your own personalized Aquifer 

Footprint.

More Content
More information will be added about the 

Floridan Aquifer and springs. Tips and links will 
be added that can help you get incolved and learn 

how to decrease your own Aquifer Footprint!

www.bluewateraudit.org

In November, the Florida Springs Institute unveiled 
the Florida Springs Conservation Plan at the Florida 
Springs Restoration Summit in Ocala. The purpose of 
this 108-page plan is to present a realistic, systematic, 
and holistic approach to restore all of Florida’s springs 
to their natural condition and to protect them and 
their intrinsic ecologic values for the enjoyment of 
future generations. The Florida Springs Conservation 
Plan includes a comprehensive synopsis of the status 
of 12 Florida Spring Restoration Areas/Focus Areas 
that contain the majority of Florida’s existing springs. 

The plan documents current and future threats to 
each regional spring complex and proposes 
practicable actions and achievable goals that will 
reverse their current progressive ecological 
degradation and preserve them into the 
foreseeable future. The Florida Springs 
Conservation Plan can be found online at 
www.floridaspringsinstitute.org. A 32-page 
executive summary of the plan is now available for 
free at the North Florida Springs Environmental 
Center. 
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The Florida Springs Institute wrapped up its 
fifth Springs Field School on August 16th in Silver 
Springs after four days of science education and 
history on our springs and aquifer. Join us as we 
take a look back at each day during the Springs Field 
School and all that we learned. 

Participants from all 
over the state arrived 
on August 13th at 
the Retreat at Silver 
Springs to check 
in and meet their 
fellow Field School 
students. Following an 
introductory lecture 
from Florida Springs 

Institute Executive Director, Dr. Bob Knight, we 
geared up for a talk on cave diving and cartography 
from explorer, Eric Hutcheson. Eric described his 
boundary-pushing dive at Silver Springs, which took 
place over 25 years ago and is still the furthest dive 
anyone has made in the Silver Springs cave system. 
We capped off Day 1 with a snorkel at Silver Glen 
and a short hike to view nearby sand boils.

The second Day of Springs Field School continued 
to add to our growing knowledge about the springs 
and aquifer. Jim Gross from Florida Defenders of the 
Environment kicked off the day with an interesting 
lecture on springs hydrogeology. Jim’s lecture was 
followed up by a lesson on springs flora with Dr. 
Knight. After lunch, we were joined by research fish 
biologist, Dr. Steve Walsh with the U.S. Geological 
Survey – Wetland and Aquatic Research Center, who 
described common freshwater fish and discussed the 
impacts that man-made dams have on fish migration 
patterns.

Following a brief presentation about the case 
history of Silver Springs and the Ocklawaha River, 
participants were excited to take a boat trip out to the 
Rodman pool and view the Kirkpatrick Dam from a 
distance. Captain Karen Chadwick provided a brief 
history of the dam and reasons why restoration of the 
Ocklawaha is needed. Participants later learned more 
about the controversy during an after-dinner showing 
of “Lost Springs” by Matt Keene featuring artist, 
Margaret Tolbert.

On the third day of Springs Field School, chemist 
Lisa Saupp provided a fun science experiment for 
the students by showing us how limestone can be 
dissolved by chemical compounds in our water. 
Following a lecture by Dr. Knight on the regulatory 
protections for springs, we traveled to Silver Springs 
State Park for a tour of the Silver River Museum 
with museum founder Guy Marwick. Next, students 
received an overview of how FSI conducts field work 
from FSI Environmental Scientist, Emily Taylor, 
and Environmental Technician, Nicole Pollio. We 
then headed out on a boat tour of the Silver River 
to get some hands-on experience with the sampling 
equipment.

The final day of Springs Field School started off with 
a lecture on springs water quality management from 
St. Johns River Water Management biologist, Rob 
Mattson. We then took off for the Ocala Wastewater 
Treatment Plant, where we split up into groups and 
received a tour of the plant from two senior operators. 

5TH ANNUAL SPRINGS FIELD SCHOOL
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5TH ANNUAL SPRINGS FIELD SCHOOL

Florida SpringsWatch is a monthly citizen 
science springs monitoring program that facilitates 
“hands-on” volunteer participation while also 
contributing to springs research efforts around the 
state. Currently, there are six SpringsWatch volunteer 
groups: Silver, Ichetucknee, Rainbow, Homosassa, 
Weeki Wachee, and Santa Fe. FSI will launch two 
new SpringsWatch groups at Wakulla Springs and the 
Wekiva River springs in 2019!

During SpringsWatch sessions volunteers, with 
guidance and training from FSI staff, collect data, 
such as water quality field parameters (temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, and specific conductance), water 
surface stage readings, measurement of vertical light 
attenuation, measurement of horizontal Secchi depth 
visibility, photo station documentation of aquatic 
plants and wildlife, and observations of other wildlife 
and human uses. 

As our SpringsWatch program continues to grow, 
we are looking into better ways of sharing the data 
collected with the public. In 2019, we will launch 
online Springs Dashboards that will allow users to 
view and share SpringsWatch data. 

We are in a constant need of driven and adventurous 
individuals who don’t mind getting their feet wet to 
help protect Florida’s springs and aquifer! 

To request more information about becoming a 
Florida SpringsWatch Volunteer, contact Nicole 

Pollio a npollio@floridaspringsinstitute.org. 

SPRINGSWATCH PROGRAM

SPRINGS FIELD GUIDE
We are excited to introduce a new resource 

for springs naturalists, The Springs Field Guide: 
Freshwater Fish! There’s never been a field guide 
quite like this. It is not only focused solely on fish that 
you can see in our springs – from the big charismatic 
gar down to the small, overlooked, but strikingly 
beautiful sailfin mollies – but it uses video of springs 
fish in their own spring habitats, just like they will 
be encountered by springs goers, to illustrate how to 
identify each one. You can actually see the darting 
motion of the darters, the mesmerizing wave of a 
bowfin, and the baffling variety of sunfish made less 
baffling.

This is just the beginning. The field guide will go 
live online in early 2019 with videos, basic info, 
and short descriptions of eighteen species of fish. 
New species will continue to be added.

These short one to two-minute videos were originally 
designed to train citizen science volunteers to 
identify fish species for the Florida Springs Institute’s 
SpringsWatch program. But we’ve made them 
available to everyone so that springs visitors will not 
only be able to identify the fish encountered during a 
visit to the springs, but also with the hope that they’ll 
be inspired to go back again and again to find and 
learn about all of the life and beauty within Florida’s 
springs.

Visit www.floridaspringsinstitute.org 
in 2019 to learn more about this new 

tool!
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It’s amazing how much support and love 
our community continues to shower on the Florida 
Springs Institute. We have so many people and 
businesses to thank for their support in 2018 alone!

To begin, we’d like to say a big thank you to all our 
volunteers, members, business members, lifetime 
members, and lifetime business members. Outside of 
our staff and board members, you are the ones who 
are ambassadors of FSI and our work, and for that we 
thank you. We truly would not be where we are today 
without your generosity.

Next, we’d like to thank our friends at First Magnitude 
Brewing Company for naming FSI as the beneficiary 
of their Springs Run! Their donation of $10,000 
supported our 5th Annual Give Springs A Break event 
and helped us keep costs low for attendees. 

Thank you to The Great Outdoors Restaurant for 
having us back for another Earth Day Celebration on 
the patio! Between the sale of our Silipints filled with 
drink specials, and a portion of their patio sales, The 
Great Outdoors Restaurant raises several thousand 
dollars every year for FSI in support of springs 
protection! 

Thank you to Swamp Head Brewery for hosting a 
release party for the Blue Hole Berliner Weisse on 
May 15th, and for donating $1 of each Blue Hole beer 
sold throughout its run to FSI! 

Thank you to Visit Gainesville/Alachua County for 
their funding of our annual fundraising event, Save 
Our Springs: Mermaid Gala. With their financial 

assistance, we were able to scale our event from a 
modest fundraiser to a beautiful gala. FSI would also 
like to thank all of our wonderful springs supporter 
friends who volunteered their time to help ensure the 
Mermaid Gala was a success. A special thank you 
to John Moran both for his generous silent auction 
donations, and for sharing why protecting our springs 
is so important in a way that no one else can. Finally, 
thank you to our many silent auction donors: Curtis 
Whitwam, David Moritz, Tina Corbett, Margaret 
Tolbert, Doug Stamm, Wild Birds Unlimited, Addison 
Mackenzie,  Wellspring Kombucha, Anthem Tattoo,  
Buffalo Girl Soap, River Run Olive Oil, Outdoor Life, 
Rum 138, Adventure Outpost, Swimming Lizard, 
Scuba Monkey, Ginnie Springs Outdoors, Ellie 
Pollock Yoga, Parris Dance, Barre Forte,  Orange 
Theory, Gainesville Health and Fitness, Flip Factory, 
First Magnitude Brewing Company, and Swamphead 
Brewery.

Thank you to Visit Gainesville/Alachua County, the 
High Springs Community Redevelopment Agency, 
and Doug Hancock of SignPro of North Florida for 
their support and involvement in installation of the 
Gateway to the Springs Mural at the North Florida 
Springs Environmental Center in High Springs. 

Additionally, we’d like to thank our many guest 
speakers and instructors from Springs Academy, 
Weekend Springs Field School, Give Springs A 
Break, and Springs Field School.

Finally, we’d like to thank our generous food donors. 
A special thank you to Flagship Roasters for donating 
delicious coffee to EVERY event we’ve hosted this 
year! Also thank you to our two-time food donors, 
Subway of High Springs and Gator Dominoes 
Alachua, for providing sandwiches and pizza for both 
the Weekend Springs Field School and Give Springs 
A Break. Additional thanks to Bagel Bakery, Mi Apa 
Latin Cafe, and Wellspring Kombucha for helping 
make this year’s Give Springs A Break the best one 
yet! 

WE COULDN’T DO IT WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT!
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